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LEARN 2 LINUX
MODULE 1: INTRODUCTION TO LINUX
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WHAT IS LINUX?
• Linux is a kernel, GNU/Linux is the operating system.
•

Linux is usually incorrectly thought of as an OS

• Derived from the UNIX software
•

Linux was made as an improvement to UNIX

• Created in 1991 by Linus Torvalds.
• One of the most popular platforms in the world
•

Alongside Windows and MacOS

• Performs same functions found in Windows and MacOS operating
systems.
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WHY LEARN LINUX?
• It’s free!!
• High Stability
• High Security
• Purpose Specific Systems
• Runs on any hardware
• Open-source software
• Easy to maintain
• Customizable

High Stability:
- There are no frequent crashes.
- Processing speed doesn’t deteriorate as time goes on (unlike Windows).
- When patches are applied no restarts are required.
High Security:
- No changes can be made to the system unless the user is logged in as root (most
users don't log in as root).
- Users can only make changes to their own files and programs.
Purpose Specific Systems:
- Unlike Windows or MacOS systems which are used as general systems and can be
used for all types of use cases, different Linux distros are built for different types of
use cases.
Runs on any hardware:
- When there is a new release of Windows (or OSX) OS, the hardware that ran the
previous release may not be unable to run the new release (or run with limited
performance).
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- With Linux platforms (distros), this is not the case. Resources are utilized in the
best possible manner.
- Users can opt for different modules that Linux has to offer.
- You don't need the latest hardware configurations with Linux. In fact, you can
choose to run old hardware configurations on a Linux system as well.
Open-source software:
- The source code for Linux is freely available to the public.
- This allows the public to edit the code to fix bugs, add features (security
implementations for example), make new distros, etc.
Easy to maintain:
- Users can update all their programs and distro at once (through the central
software repository).
- With Windows, each application and the OS must be updated individually.
- Linux you can automate the updating.
- No restarts required after update (unlike Windows).

Customizable:
- Numerous choices for wallpapers, desktop icons, panels, desktop environments,
etc.
- References:
- https://mindmajix.com/reasons-why-you-should-learn-linux
• https://www.opensourceforu.com/2020/03/reasons-to-use-linux/
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WHAT IS LINUX USED FOR?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pretty much anything!!
IoT devices
Servers
Android Products
Smart TVs
Cars
Video game consoles
The Hadron Collider
A larger list of what is run by Linux can be found
here https://www.omgubuntu.co.uk/2016/08/25-awesome-unexpected-things-powered-linux

If it's not Apple or Windows, chances are it's using Linux
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LINUX VS WINDOWS
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DIFFERENT LINUX DISTROS
• Personal everyday use:
• Ubuntu (most common and based on Debian)
• Debian
• Mint (Similar feel to Windows environment
and based on Ubuntu which in turn is based on Debian)

• Fedora (can also be used as a testing platform for Red Hat programs)

• Enterprise use:
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)
• Rocky Linux (based off RHEL)

• Ethical Hacking/ Cyber Security Oriented work
• Kali Linux (also based on Debian)
• Parrot OS (more lightweight than Kali)

• Advanced Users
• Arch Linux
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DIFFERENT LINUX DISTROS
• Privacy Oriented
• Tails
• Qubes OS

• Advanced Users
• Gentoo
• NixOS

• Flexibility
• Arch Linux

• And many, many more!!
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WHAT YOU NEED IN THIS COURSE
• A desire to learn
• VMware with a Linux distro installed (preferably Ubuntu or Debian)
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LET’S BEGIN: SETTING UP LINUX VM
• Instructions can be found
here https://linuxhint.com/install_ubuntu_vmware_workstation/
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LINUX ENVIRONMENT: TERMINAL
•
•
•
•
•
•

Often referred to as the "shell"
Bash shell is the most common
May appear intimidating but like anything practice makes perfect!!
Useful if the GUI features go down and you need to perform tasks
Can be access by searching for "terminal"
Or pressing "CTRL+ALT+T"

*

*

• This is especially useful if you don't have control of or don't have a mouse.
• With enough practice, this can be faster than using the GUI for 90% of tasks.

* These instructions are specific to Ubuntu and Gnome OS
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LINUX ENVIRONMENT: TERMINAL (CONT)
• At the login prompt press "CTRL+ALT+F3"
• What is tty3?
•
•

TTY means TeleTYpewriter and was an old way of connecting to unix

•

Logging in here will present you with a "shell"

The use of teletype terminals were a standard way to connect multiple users to a
computer

• Virtual consoles (like above) can be accessed by "CTRL+ALT+F3" up to F6
• To return to the desktop environment, press "CTRL+ALT+F2" or "CTRL+ALT+F7"
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LINUX ENVIRONMENT: FILE STRUCTURE
• In Linux, everything is a file (directories, files, and peripherals)
• Unlike Windows where files and directories are stored in drives (C: for
example), Linux files are ordered in a tree structure starting with the root
directory
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YOUR 1ST LINUX COMMAND: SUDO
• SUper User DO
• Allows permitted users to execute commands as the superuser (root)
• The file "/etc/sudoers" defines what commands a user can run as sudo
• Need your password to authenticate running a command as root
• We will be using sudo in the next couple of slides
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KEEPING LINUX UPDATED
• It is recommended that any computer system is updated regularly for
security (Linux is no different)

• Linux can be updated using one simple command:
•

sudo apt update

• apt is short for aptitude and is the package manager used on debian types
of distros (Debian, Ubuntu, and Kali for example)

• update (proceeded by apt) is used to download package information from
the configured sources
• This is used to get info on an updated version of packages and their dependancies
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KEEPING LINUX UPGRADED
• sudo apt upgrade
•

Similar to update, but upgrade will install available upgrades of all packages currently
installed on the system.
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INSTALLING SOFTWARE
• Linux applications (packages) are installed using the command:
•

Sudo apt install package_name

• Rarely need to download from other sites (where you may not get the
genuine file, or it will contain malware)

• We will be installing openvpn for our activity time at the end
•

sudo apt install openvpn
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SOME BASIC COMMANDS
• man – An interface to the online reference manuals
• ls – List files and directories
• cd – Change directory
• mv – Move files (can also rename files)
• cp – Copy files
• cat – Read files (display file output on terminal)
• file – Display the file type
• clear – Clear the terminal screen
• https://linoxide.com/linux-command/linux-commands-cheat-sheet/
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SUMMARY
• Intro to Linux
•

What is Linux, Why Learn Linux, What Linux is used for, Linux vs Windows, Different Linux
distros

• Setting up Linux VM
• Linux terminal
• Linux file structure
• Sudo command
• Apt command
•

update, upgrade, and install

• Basic commands
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NEXT MODULE
• Be looking at the terminal in more depth
• Basics commands in more depth
• Keyboard shortcuts
• Special characters used in Linux
• Arguments for commands
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ACTIVITY TIME: LINUX FUNDAMENTALS
• Go to https://tryhackme.com and register an account (or login if you have one)
• Click on "learn"
• Then "Complete Beginner"
• Then "Linux Fundamentals"
•

They're 3 in this series, can be completed in your own time

• TryHackMe also contains other rooms on Linux (and many more other topics)
•

Highly recommend the premium package which is going for $8/month for students
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